Ammons' lyric voice in his early poetry is that of a seer who has no social or individual characteristics but is instead a presence of more than ordinary awareness and longing. The seer, moreover, is one who has lost or never securely had a saving message or special revelation; one could say that he is the creation of a Christian sensibility which had lost its faith in the "good news" of the New Testament and had delved back into the eschatological pessimism of the older Jews and Sumerians. The poems begin as the seer en ters their largely mythic landscapes, unlocated in place and historical time.
They begin with statements that have bibUcal and visionary overtones, such as "I went out to the sun," "Turning from the waterhole I said Oh," "I came in a dark woods upon / an ineffaceable difference," or "I came upon a pla that is an image for longing and nothing will ever be the same again31
The "Essay" and the other long poems in the Collected Poems do not,
